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Online Corpora 
 

 

 
Introduction 
 
Corpora, as the name suggests, are bodies of sampled language that 
are stored in a computer database. The samples are taken from 
authentic sources of language, either written or spoken. The written 
sources are typically publications such as magazines and 
newspapers while spoken sources are often television and radio 
broadcasts and even recorded telephone calls. The purpose of 
compiling this database is so that the language can be analyzed to 
look for word patterns, check linguistic rules, check hypothesis about 
language use and to compile statistics of use, for example frequency 
of certain works or word patterns. 
 
To perform these analyses, corpus tools are used. These are 
computer programs that will search the language database according 
to certain criteria. The two most common types of corpora tools are 
concordance searches and collocation searches. A concordance is a 
series of lines from various sampled sources all containing the 
searched word. The screenshots below from the Cobuild online 
corpus show the search screen and the resulting concordance. 
Below that are the collocation sampler screenshot and the chart 
showing a small sample of the search results. 
 
There are many corpus websites online and many of them can be accessed 
for free. The two that are featured in this collection of games are the 
Cobuild Collocations and Concordance Sampler 
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx   
and Corpus.BYU.Edu (Brigham Young University) 
http://corpus.byu.edu/ 
 

 

http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx
http://corpus.byu.edu/
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     Some churchmen feel that it is a good idea but that this is not the right   

     or destroy crops, seemed to make good sense. Along with mechanisation and   

 available to maintain their homes in good condition. [p] It is disappointing    

         at £ 7.69 per pack they're a good investment for your garden or a       

    rather old-fashioned. There was a good deal to be said for first coming      

a 4 lb 7 oz brown, rainbow 4 lb 1 oz. Good flies are Montana, Viva and Zulu on   

           or an artist? [p] That's a good question. I think you have to be      

  come out of the Tour de France with good form.' [p] Sciandri may save his      

      range from Crown Interiors is a good-value way of making the most of       

   Mr Douglas Hurd, believes he has a good chance of winning a third ballot if   

the switch to transmit and reported, `Good shot, Ananas! [o] Using the enemy's   

 purposeful" (MW 1 30). [p] As in all good symbolism, various interpretations    

to see Sharon, who they considered a `good influence" on Chiku. ('Little do      

      to catch up again. Bear knows a good place to stop for the night," Coyote  

and dances with other girls. Violet's good friend Nina Hamnett, an artist,       

   Person's Guide to the Orchestra, a good show-off piece but an ironic choice   

 had to pay the accountant [p] Really good excuses that tend to win attention    

The Organic Gardening Catalogue has a good mix called `Saladini", which          

   specification for a system.  [p] A good motherboard, upon which the whole     

      [p] Sometimes I stop and think, Good God, how did I get into this," she    

   pores will open and can be given a good scrubbing.  [p] BUT Vincent Marks,    

  at the last hole, but I am still in good shape because I'm swinging the club   

 up stunned and bewildered, while the good citizen could only blush.  David      

the fast stretches. [p] By lunchtime, good appetites have been developed. The    

  long as the withdrawal continued in good order. Paul Wolfowitz, sitting        

measuring competence. Certainly it is good practice to design the best possible  

   your good counsel. Come, my coach! Good night, ladies, good night, sweet      

past the hour. Bob Edwards, host: [p] Good morning.  I'm Bob Edwards.  Thomas    

 waste basket, thinking it would be a good place to hide the valuables.          

  undermine public education, but the good news about American kids is being     

    amp; CHAIR: for family room. Very good condition; dollar; 199. Call [c]      

   I've been on little planes they're good fun aren't they? [F02] Yeah it was    

 s a [ZF0] that's a good point a very good point about the new man needing       

 [PN1] Starbeck [PN0] Reverend Taylor good afternoon to you. [M21] Good          

 MX you're on Talk Radio. Hello [M06] Good morning Tommy [M01] Welcome [M06]     

    [F02] Erm so I think it's quite a good idea. [F01] And just out of           

        all kind of people doing real good sterling work and nobody take much    

     Yeah. Chocolate. Mm. That sounds good doesn't it. Okay. So f [ZF1] th th    

   like a square and yeah that is the good area. After that you start getting    

    [F01] Oh.  [tc text=sighs] It's a good job I had my eye shut [F02] That's    
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Collocate Corpus Freq Joint Freq Significance 

very 60986 3750 53.847680 

morning 11657 1369 34.662297 

for 376522 4891 29.987614 

idea 9490 981 29.072714 

news 12021 914 27.282095 

really 36430 1195 26.749263 

quite 19835 766 22.359026 

enough 15034 704 22.328710 

bad 8780 619 22.261205 

deal 8791 580 21.374691 

pretty 4885 481 20.279003 

as 246656 2886 19.653412 

are 198957 2418 19.151458 

was 340423 3670 18.884932 

looking 13524 537 18.842917 

evening 5434 420 18.526472 

oh 31875 729 18.240270 

thing 21689 608 18.130980 

job 12035 484 17.940919 

but 224012 2550 17.581644 
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  Categories on Walls 
 
This is an active and fun game where students race to find short structures 
like collocations from concordance sheets printed from a corpus. The short 
structures featured on the concordance sheets need to be broken down into 
categories and each category is written at the top of a sheet of paper. The 
papers are posted on the walls of the class and the students work in teams 
and look through the concordance sheets and when they find a structure 
that fits a particular category, they run to that category sheet on the wall 
and write the structure on it. In the end, the team that has added the most 
structures, wins. Below is a sample of a concordance sheet for collocations 
with “day” that could be used for this game. 
 

  in a junior suite, 90-minute massages and dinner. If it's a rainy day, guests get $25 to try their luck at the casino. (800) 

  he said. # Massen said that was not his intention. On a recent day, he narrated a photo album filled with pictures of himself -- buffer, tanner 

  and archivist Edith R. Kramer, discussed their work over lunch in Berkeley one sunny day. None of them looked as if they had been spending much time  

  get the correct result. ") # Even players agree it is a quiet day for the officials. Redskins guard Pete Kendall, in his 12th season, says 

  . # April 2007: Bombings in Baghdad kill nearly 200 people in the worst day of violence since U.S.-led buildup began in February. # July 2007: Bush  

  families, and how they feel about the daily tightrope walk. And a long day it is. (1) Blair Christie returns home from work and is greeted by 

  artist Ira Yaeger and George Hellyer. Savoring a killer view of a misty gray day on the bay, the now-country boys caught up with big city gal pals Gail 

  day, it was the former. # " It's pretty much a perfect day, " said Douglas Krah, regional president of Standard Pacific Homes of Northern California 

  classes, $55 for three hours. Other excursions range from $95 for a full day to $150-$200 for overnight trips and $200-$250 a night for teaching classes.  

  to grow. # In September, community members attended a picnic on a foggy day in Golden Gate Park. Again and again, a chilly wind toppled easels  
 

 
Materials Required 

 

  
 Concordance sheets (see below for preparation instructions) 
 Blank sheets of paper 
 Different coloured markers for paper (one per two or three students) 
 Tape or Blutak 
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Preparation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 1.  Decide which key words you want to find collocations for. They can be 
from the coursebook, other texts or from the word lists in the appendixes of 
this handout. 
2.  Go to http://corpus.byu.edu/ and choose either the British or American 

corpus. 
3.  Login with your username and password (top right). 
4.  Under SEARCH STRING type your key word in the WORD(S) box and 
type an asterisk after it if you wish to get more than one form of that word, 
i.e., admit* for “admit”, “admitted”, “admitting”, etc. You can also put square 
brackets [ ] around your word. 
5.  Next to COLLOCATES, set the number for the number of spaces before 
or after the key word where you want the collocations to be. In the example 
above, the placement is set for one space after the key word. For adjectives 
before a key word which is a noun, such as “day”, you‟ll want to set the 
number for one space before (the first box) which will reveal adjectives 
such as “sunny”. 
Note: If you enter two words in the WORD box, e.g., “good at”, you will 
need to set the number in the second box at 2 to reveal to reveal 
collocations such as “good at speaking”. 
6.  In the POS LIST box, choose the Part Of Speech that you are looking 
for. In the example above, it‟s set at ING verbs (which will produce gerunds 
also). 
7.  If you want to limit the sources of the word patterns you are looking for, 
in the box labeled SECTION, select the source. Notice in the example 
above the setting is NEWS: Misc. You can further limit it by also selecting 
something in the second box also, for example, SPOKEN sources only. 
You may want to set the minimum number of times the word pattern needs 
to occur for it to appear. The MIN. FREQ setting is at 10 above.  
8.  Hit the SEARCH button to get your word patterns. You may be prompted 
to set the SECTIONS to “NO”. Do that under the DISPLAY section near the 
top left. 
9.  Above the list of collocations that appear, you see a button labeled 
COLLOCATES. Use this to select the collocations you want to appear in 
the window below. To the left there is a column with boxes to be checked. If 
you check all of them (just check the one box at the top to do that), and 
then hit COLLOCATES, you will get a concordance featuring all of those 
words. Or you could just check one, for example, if you checked “having”, 
you would get a concordance featuring just “admit* having”. 
10.  Scroll down to the bottom right of the concordance page and highlight 
the whole thing with your mouse. Hit Ctrl+C on your keyboard to copy it. 
11.  Open up a document in Word. Set the page orientation to “Landscape” 
if needed and set narrow margins. Then hit Ctrl+V on your keyboard to 
paste the page. Select the four columns on the left with the source 
information. Delete them. Highlight all of the text. Then set the font to Arial 
Narrow. If you‟d like, centre all the text. Enter a space after the text before 
pasting more pages. 
12.  Go back to the corpus and click on the arrow after the concordance 
page number (top right of the concordance page) to go to the next page. 
Repeat the procedure to paste more pages. Note: The concordance pages 
will have all the words you selected randomly distributed throughout all the 

http://corpus.byu.edu/
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Procedure 
 

 

pages that it produces. You could end up with hundreds of pages. If you 
would like a list of collocations spread over a smaller number of 
concordances pages, like 20 instead of 200, limit the sources of your 

search (see step 6 above). Something like NEWS:MISC should get you a 

broad and smaller random sample. 
13. Print the pages. 
 
1.  Decide what categories you are going to use and write each one on top 
of a sheet of paper with a marker. You can use larger sheets of paper if you 
want to elicit more ideas from the students or if you want longer items such 
as phrases or sentences. You can also write a sample in each category if 
you feel students need one. Here are some sample categories for the 
concordance samples included here: 
 

Verbs + Gerunds  Adjectives + ‘day’ 

admit +  time („next‟) 

suggest +  quality („bad‟) 

deny +  colours („grey‟) 

imagine +  weather („sunny‟) 

appreciate +  number („first‟) 

resist +  length („long‟) 

 
2.  Put the category sheets up on the walls of the classroom. Try to spread 
them out with plenty of space in between (you can also use the windows). 
3.  Put the students in teams of two or three and give each team a different 
coloured marker. Explain to the students that they are to work together as a 
team to get examples in each of the categories from the concordance 
sheets and then they should go to that category sheet and write the 
example. They are to take a concordance sheet from your desk and return 
it when they think they‟ve finished with it (so other teams can find ones that 
they may have missed) Tell them that it is a competition and they will be 
awarded points for every correct item they add. Explain that they cannot 
add two in a row and if you find two in a row in their colour, they will lose 
points. They will also lose a point if they write one that has already been 
written on the list. You can explain to students that they shouldn‟t bunch up 
at one sheet with the person with the marker. Other team members can be 
waiting with ideas at other sheets. You can give them a couple of minutes 
to discuss their own strategies. I‟ve even seen them throw the marker to 
each other around the room. 
4.  Tell the students to start and stand back! 
5.  Stop the activity whenever you want. 
6.  Go over the sheets and cross off any examples that are incorrect. 
Explain why, if you‟d like. 
7.  Get each team to count up the number of correct contributions to 
determine the winning team. 
 
 
 
 

news:MISC
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Samples of Verbs + 
Gerunds 

  
 
 

  is to say no experience. We're talking about a U.S. senator, who admittedly is in his first term and doesn't have as much experience as McCain does 

  in Amsterdam. We discovered how she'd been on a train, and she admitted having sex with a guy that she'd met on the train. We discovered 

  not currently open for dinner, he recommends two places that he admits are only so-so, meaning it would be much better if the restaurant in the 

  of her mind; she said she had to appeal to a person who she admitted looked like a concerned older man, for rescue. Me. I tried to 

  hockey on roller skates. I had a normal interest in girls, which I admit is a declaration dispensing with the subject, so I will add that I was 

  , like dancing on air. // The only good thing they were ready to admit was that the eye of a dragon was the most powerful scrying instrument on Earth 

  worth a try. " He gave her his most charming smile, which she admitted was something to see. // " Did you have a reason for speeding? 

  at his listeners, he saw signs of their eyes glazing over He had to admit taking some small satisfaction in getting that result from physicists. " So, " 

  " Colin nodded. " But pocket universes, higher dimensionality. Yes. I admit having difficulty believing it. " " Well, our aliens could possibly be in 

  If Planck doesn't see these modes, then inflation advocates, including Guth, admittedly will blame it on Planck and its inadequate observational  

  a failed state, so its signature didn't mean anything -- which even he admits was pushing it. The point was, they weren't massing orderly brigades to 

  the affidavit, Pettitte, a longtime friend and teammate of Clemens, said Clemens admitted using human growth hormone in a private conversation. // " It's  
 

   
 

  the testimony of William Pearl, who did go to prison for perjury, for denying knowing Rosenberg. But theres a great deal of information in his  

  #ELIZABETH VARGAS: Dano's friends not only deny using racial slurs, they say their headlights faced away from the house. One 

  . ! 1:8796: : (Voiceover) Boney couldn't very well deny being at the murder scene anymore with the sweatshirt, his DNA and the palm 

  " What happens with teenagers is they deny having this chronic illness, " Tinkelman says. " They wait for the next 

  in the garage. " # Most of the time. # Corwin couldn't deny taking the car out for a spin before having his license, but there were 

  from the manager at the Basemar Cinema Savers theaters. # But he continued to deny killing anyone. Today he says he was too high on  

  possibility that cocaine was responsible for the septal perforation in our patient, he did deny using it. # More recently, abuse of intranasal  

  and one on a London bus, this will be a complex investigation. Police deny closing down any phone networks after the blasts. Only a few fragments  

  . Rarely does the police station host such a beautiful woman. She doesn't deny having had relations with the lawyer. When pressed, she says only, " 

  their company, I did nothing to defend the Russian capital, nor did I deny being involved in an especially backward field: literature. The only problem  

  interview Wednesday, said the university's investigation was " flawed " and continues to deny discriminating against Harris. # " I can only repeat  

  possibility that cocaine was responsible for the septal perforation in our patient, he did deny using it. # More recently, abuse of intranasal  
 

   

  has promised, albeit halfheartedly, to work on this year, though when I suggested buying a memo pad for to-do lists, she refused. " I'm eleven 

  let his hand trail down her warm, silky arm. " Next time you suggest taking a cruise with those girlfriends of yours, I'm going to remind you 

  If anyone had consulted her-and Dolores rarely did-Maria would have suggested meeting Rafe in the lawyer's office. The decision as to whether he would 

  always drink it. " I also surveyed discussion boards on the internet where artists suggested using salt to lower the freezing point of the water, but that didn't 

  on Top The dreamy Fish loves spending time in nature. So the creative stars suggest getting busy on a deserted stretch of beach or pulling him off the  

  , he has an agenda. He's going to get you tipsy and casually suggest going back to his pad, where he'll try to score. Someone who 

  . Depending on the size of the pot and the type of plant, she suggests buying at least three containers (though six or more of a species is preferred 

  have some fun. Pat McGrath, Procter &; Gamble global creative design director, suggests choosing one color family -- blue, green, or violet -- to highlight  

  for Common PC Problems, " the item " Rescue a Wet Cell Phone " suggests putting the phone in a bowl of dry rice overnight. I tried that on 

  to, you first need to know what cellular provider your friends have. I suggest asking your most-texted contacts who their providers are. With that information,  

  signs of sexual interest, and ward them off without humiliating the person. Apter suggests bringing up ahypothetical couplingwith a clear rebuff, e.g., " You're  

  viability of the relationship, Pelusi warns. If you're the piner, Pelusi suggests working through your own sensitivity to rejection so you can deal with the  
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  Collocations Guessing Game 
 
This game features cards with the top ten most frequent collocations of 
certain words. Students work in teams to try to guess them based on clues 
given by a team member who has the list. This activity provides lots of 
focus on form and meaning as students learn the most common 
collocations of certain words and, in providing clues and guessing, there is 
extensive focus on meaning. To come up with the words to find collocations 
for, you can use vocabulary that comes up in the students' course material 
or you can choose the words from any of the lists in the appendix of this 
handout.  
 

 
 

Materials Required 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 Pages of top 10 lists cut into cards, 1 copy for each group of 6 – 10 

students (2 teams per group) 
 

1  GOOD  5695  front of card for “IDEA” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

back of card for “IDEA” 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

IDEA 

2  BAD  1213  

3  WHOLE  1054  

4  GREAT  1050  

5  BETTER  569 

6  NEW  547 

7  VERY  516 

8  BASIC  246 

9  CLEAR  214 

10  GENERAL  200 

 

http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=good&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=good&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=bad&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=bad&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=whole&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=whole&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=great&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=great&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=better&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=better&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=new&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=new&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=very&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=very&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=basic&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=basic&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=clear&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=clear&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=general&wl=1&wr=0
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?wx=general&wl=1&wr=0
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Preparation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Procedure 
 

1. Choose a group of key words that you want to find collocations for. The 
words can be from the students‟ coursebooks, other texts or the word lists 
in the appendixes. 
2.  Go to http://corpus.byu.edu/ and choose either the British or American 

corpus. 
3.  Login with your username and password (top right). 
4.  Under SEARCH STRING type your key word in the WORD(S) box. 
5.  Next to COLLOCATES, set the number for the number of spaces before 
or after the key word where you want the collocations to be. In the example 
above, the placement is set for one space before the key word.  
6.  In the POS LIST box, choose the Part Of Speech that you are looking 
for. In the example above, it‟s set at adj.ALL which will produce all 
adjectives. 
7.  If you want to limit the sources of the word patterns you are looking for, 
in the box labeled SECTION, select the source. Notice in the example 
above the setting is NEWS: Misc. You can further limit it by also selecting 
something in the second box also, for example, SPOKEN sources only. 
You may want to set the minimum number of times the word pattern needs 
to occur for it to appear. The MIN. FREQ setting is at 10 above.  
8.  Hit the SEARCH button to get your word patterns. You may be prompted 
to set the SECTIONS to “NO”. Do that under the DISPLAY section near the 
top left. 
9.  Choose the top 10 displayed words by placing the cursor at the bottom 
right and select by moving the mouse diagonally up to the top left. 
10.  Hit Ctrl + C to copy. 
11.  Open up a Word document, set narrow margins and 3 columns.  
12.  Hit Ctrl + V to paste the words. 
13.  Use the cursor to select the 2nd column (the one with the boxes). Go to 
TABLE or LAYOUT on the toolbar and then delete the column. Enter a 
space after what you‟ve just pasted. 
14. Use steps 3 to 9 to paste other sets of words on the page.  
15. Print the page(s). 
16.  Make a copy of the page(s) for each group of 6 – 10 students and cut it 
each page up so each group of words is on a separate card. Turn the cards 
over and write the key word on the back (e.g., for the sample above it would 
be “IDEA”).   
 
1.   Put students into groups of 6 – 10. Each group will consist of two 
teams, i.e., a group of 6 will have two teams of 3. 
2.  Give the students the cards and tell them to spread them out but keep 
them face down so only the key word is visible. Explain to them that what is 
on the other side are the 10 most common [part of speech] collocations of 
that word on the back, e.g., 10 most common adjective collocations with 
„idea‟. The object of the game is that they guess as many as they can.  
3.  One team will start and the team members will chose a card. One 
member of that team takes the card and looks at the collocations on the 
other side, being careful not to show it to anyone else. That team member 
can give clues for each collocation on the card and his/her team members 
are allowed only one guess, but they can confer before answering. The 
team member giving the clues starts with number 1, says that number and 

http://corpus.byu.edu/
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gives the clues. With the sample above, the clue for „good‟ could be “When 
you really like something you say, It‟s really ...” If the team members guess 
correctly, they get a point for their team. If they are incorrect, the opposing 
team then can take one guess at it for the point. Play continues this way for 
the remaining collocations on the card. When all ten collocations have been 
dealt with, the other team chooses a card and they go through the same 
process. The team whose member is giving the clues always gets first try at 
the point. 
4.  When the game has ended determine who got the most points. 
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  Guess the Key Word from the Collocates 
 
This game is similar to the one above except this time the students are 
given a list of frequent collocations of a key word and they have to guess 
what that key word is. This game is strategically challenging for students as 
they are only allowed one guess which they can make at any point during 
the teacher's reading of the ten collocations. The sooner they guess, the 
more points they get but if they guess wrong, they lose the chance of 
getting any points. 
 
This is a good activity to get students focused on the type of collocations 
that go with certain words. Those words can be from the course materials 
or they can be from one of the lists in the appendices of this handout. You 
can decide if you want to make it easier for students by writing a list of key 
words on the board. You can also use this activity to review vocabulary 
recently taught, in which case, you might want to have students rely on their 
memories rather than give them a list of possible key words. 
 

 
 

Materials Required 
 
 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 

  

 Teacher‟s sheet(s) of top ten lists 
 Strips of paper 
 Markers (board and paper) 

 
Follow exactly the same steps as in the Collocations Guessing Game 
except for copying the sheets and cutting them into cards (step 16). You will 
only need one copy of the top ten lists for yourself. Note that in the example 
above, noun.-PROP is used to eliminate proper nouns from the list. 
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Procedure 
 

 

Incidentally, the number one collocation with proper nouns included was 
“Bush”. 
 

1.  Put students in teams of 2 to 4. Give each team a strip of paper and a 
marker. 
2.  If you are providing a list of key words, write them on the board. Provide 
a few extra key words that you do not have collocations for to make it more 
challenging for students to guess when most of the key words have already 
been dealt with. 
3. Explain to the teams that you will be reading a list of collocations for a 
certain key word. Let them know the source of the key words (board, 
review, academic word list, etc.). Explain that you will be reading the list 
from the 10th most frequent collocation to the most frequent and you'll be 
saying the numbers. At any point they can write their guess on a strip of 
paper together with the number of the collocate clue. For example, using 
the list shown in the corpora above, students who guessed “campaign” 
when they heard advertising, would write down “4 Campaign”, which could 
get them four points. If they end up being correct, they will get that number 
of points. If they are incorrect, they will get nothing. Tell them they must 
hold up their guess for all to see as soon as they've written it but you will 
not let them know if it is correct until the end. 
4. Choose one of the collocation lists. Start at the bottom, read the number 
10 and the collocation. Read the rest at a slow and steady pace making 
sure students have enough time to write down and hold up their guesses. 
5. After you've read all of the collocations, ask students what they think the 
key word is. Confirm what it was and ask students to hold up their guesses 
again. For every correct guess, award them the number of points based on 
the number on their strip. Write points for each team on the board. 
6.  Hand out another strip to each group and play another round. At the end 
total the points to declare a winner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Guess the Missing Word  
 
This game provides students with sections of concordance sheets where 
the key word has been removed. They are required to examine the other 
words near the missing key word to try to guess what the missing word is. 
The activity is really useful for getting students to notice how words work 
together in collocations and expressions. It is also useful for helping 
students learn common collocations and expressions based on certain key 
words. The key words should be words that are likely to be featured in 
numerous lexical chunks, i.e., „people‟ is going to be featured in a lot more 
chunks than „inhabitants‟. The key words can be taken from course 
materials or the word lists in the appendices. For lower level students, you 
might want to list the possible key words on the board and include a few 
distracters to make it more challenging. 
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Materials Required 

 
Preparation 

 

 
 

 One concordance sheet sliced into 4 strips of 10 lines (for eight students) 
 
1. Choose a key word. 
2. Go to the Collins Cobuild Bank of English at 
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx   
3. Type your key word in the box in the Corpus Concordance Sampler. 
4. Set the concordance width at 90. 
5. If you would like two or three different concordance sheets for your key 
word, individually select each of the three sources (British books, etc.). 
Each sheet will be sliced up into four strips so that it will supply four pairs of 
students. If you have 16 students, you will need two different sheets, and 
three for 24 students (for larger classes, use groups of three instead of 
pairs). 
6. Hit Show Concs to get your concordance sheet (you may have to enable 
popups). 
7. Highlight the entire sheet and hit Ctrl+C on your keyboard to copy. 
8. Open up a Word document and set the margins of the page as narrow as 
possible. 
9. Hit Ctrl+V on your keyboard to paste the concordance on the page. 
10. Move the cursor down to the next page. 
11. Repeat this procedure for other concordance sheets from the same 
word (choose a different source). 
12. Print the concordance sheets.  
13. Cut each concordance sheet into sections of about 10 lines each. 
(see below) 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
http://www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx%20%203.%20Type%20your%20key%20word%20in%20the%20box%20in%20the%20Corpus%20Concordance%20Sampler.4.%20Set%20the%20concordance%20width%20at%2090.5.%20If%20you%20would%20like%20two%20or%20three%20different%20concordance%20sheets%20for%20your%20key%20word,%20individually%20select%20each%20of%20the%20three%20sources%20(British%20books,%20etc.).%20Each%20sheet%20will%20be%20sliced%20up%20into%20four%20strips%20so%20that%20it%20will%20supply%20four%20pairs%20of%20students.%20If%20you%20have%2016%20students,%20you%20will%20need%20two%20different%20sheets,%20and%20three%20for%2024%20students%20(for%20larger%20classes,%20use%20groups%20of%20three%20instead%20of%20pairs).6.%20Hit%20Show%20Concs
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   government the number of homeless people in the UK has now reached 300,000,   

 sea and sand are usually what bring people to Valras-Plage and here all three   

     [p] Dr. Fujiki, however, thinks people should consider upping their         

      government. [p] We call on our people to organise independent black        

    goers and security men ensued as people tried to break down the fences. [p]  

  do have something to say about the people inside them. Some say clothes don't  

was claimed by a little-known group, People's Anger (or Popular Rage). [h]       

  as well, with over five and a half people per room - a rate matched only by    

       Independent observers believe People's Party members have been            

      ideology, culture, etc., then the people of that society have some control  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
the programme. Unfortunately, as the people in the core leadership group         

   ask other local parents and young people (and most of all your own            

       [/b] [p] More than 23 million people hope to win the £ 1 million    

and what they used," explains Bent. `People get worried because they watch The   

   even though there were only seven people present, before menus arrived.       

 climbers: I also needed organisers, people who would be happy to fulfil a       

         it kills people and injures people and leaves them in wheelchairs for   

        that it may be difficult for people from outside the family to accept    

     country postboxes and shredding people's letters.  [p] Snails have an       

    of just a few hours, many of the people who thought they had a sure thing  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
    grants carte blanche approval to people like Arlene and Ken and others who   

   services. Each year we need fewer people to produce goods. Therefore, we      

   colonial nation and the colonized people are similar to those between a       

fighting in Nasiriya. [p] Salah: The people killed over this. [p] Amos: Uh-      

 to pay more, but for the most part, people weren't excluded from coverage.      

  really saying that's unfair.  What people here are objecting to is market      

 finally discovering that--that poor people that they thought in the past didn'  

    equipment is available to assist people in using the phone if they have      

   erm isn't it crazy that there are people in this country who haven't got      

   it's not very interesting I think people gloss over it. [F0X] Yeah. [F0X] 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
   week. [M10] How common is it that people come up to you and threaten you      

  er as a secret activity that other people don't know about. Erm the degree of  

  that it involves meeting different people 'cos once you finish one project     

[F01] Right. [M01] And the three key people who were MX the Leader of the        

          to me and it's lifted from people's expectations as identified in the  

    and as the began laying hands on people it says the Holy Spirit came in      

 have gone without. And this is what people take for granted you know just       

    at home [F02] Mm. Just sometimes people like to talk to you and but they     

at the same time we look at a lot of people to blame for the way all these       

    area erm and erm [tc text=pause] people do a lot of people don't want to     
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  14. Then cut vertically through each strip of ten lines to remove the key 
words. Keep the two halves together because each group will get two 
matching halves. 
 

week. [M10] How common is it that 

er as a secret activity that other 

that it involves meeting different 

[F01] Right. [M01] And the three key 

to me and it's lifted from 

and as the began laying hands on 

have gone without. And this is what 

at home [F02] Mm. Just sometimes 

at the same time we look at a lot of 

area erm and erm [tc text=pause] 

 come up to you and threaten you 

don't know about. Erm the degree of 

'cos once you finish one project 

who were MX the Leader of the 

's expectations as identified in the 

it says the Holy Spirit came in 

take for granted you know just 

like to talk to you and but they 

to blame for the way all these  

do a lot of people don't want to      
 

 
Procedure 

 

  
1. Put students into pairs. Give each pair the two halves of a concordance 
strip.  
2. Tell the students to try to match the two halves and to guess the missing 
key word by looking at other words in the two halves which could give them 
clues to what it is. Tell them that once they have made a guess, they are to 
select and write down two or three chunks (collocations, phrases, 
expressions) including their key word guess, which would validate their 
answer. So, from the example above, the three could be “people come up 
to you”, “three key people” and “people‟s expectations”. There are other 
possibilities also. 
3. When students have finished, ask each group for their guesses and their 
chunks. Award points for each correctly guessed key word and for each 
chunk. Write some of the more useful chunks on the board and provide 
explanation, where needed. 
4. Once you have the chunks on the board, you can do some controlled 
practice activity with them, e.g., students use them in writing or speaking. 
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Materials Required 

 
 

Preparation 
 

 Find the Chunk 
 
This activity provides students with useful practice in noticing lexical chunks 
and raises their awareness of the structure of those chunks. Aside from 
giving students practice in noticing chunks of useful language, it also 
provides students with useful structures based on key words that they have 
studied. Key words can be taken from class materials or from word lists in 
the appendixes.   
 
 Concordance sheets each with a different key word. Each sheet sliced 

into strips of 10 lines.  
 
Decide on which key word(s) you'd like to feature and follow the instructions 
for Guess the Missing Word up to and including step 13 but don't cut out 
the key words. For this activity you will need one 10 line extract for each 
student in the class and they all should be different. You will be cutting each 
concordance into four sections so if you have 12 students you will need 
three different sheets. You can also cut your sheet in sections of 8 lines 
which would give you five per sheet, for a total of 15 from the 3 different 
sheets you can get from the Bank of English. If you have more than 15 
students in your class, choose more than one key word to focus on. 

 
   
    

   government the number of homeless people in the UK has now reached 300,000,   

 sea and sand are usually what bring people to Valras-Plage and here all three   

     [p] Dr. Fujiki, however, thinks people should consider upping their         

      government. [p] We call on our people to organise independent black        

    goers and security men ensued as people tried to break down the fences. [p]  

  do have something to say about the people inside them. Some say clothes don't  

was claimed by a little-known group, People's Anger (or Popular Rage). [h]       

  as well, with over five and a half people per room - a rate matched only by    

       Independent observers believe People's Party members have been            

     ideology, culture, etc., then the people of that society have some control 
 

Procedure 
 

 1.  Put students in pairs and hand each student one of the concordance 
extracts. Emphasize that students are not allowed to write anything on the 
front of that paper. 
2.  Explain that each student is to find a useful structure (or two, if you'd 
like) on their concordance sheet. The structure must feature the key word in 
bold. Tell them that even though they have their own sheet they should 
work with their partner to find them. Note: For lower level students you 
could find the chunks yourself before the class and write them on the back 
(see step 3). 
3.  Once they have found a useful structure, they should determine what it 
means. You should be monitoring this stage so they can ask for help, if they 
need it. Once they determine the meaning they should write on the back of 
their concordance paper a clue based on the meaning. It should be written 
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in this form: “Find an expression that means...”You can also ask them to 
include a form-based clue such as “Find four words which mean...”As 
mentioned above, you could ask them to write another clue for an additional 
expression on their paper. Some sample clues are given below for the 
sample above: 
 
 Find an expression for people living together some place in the 
            world. 
  “People of that society” 
  

Find 7 words that you use to tell members of a group what to do. 
  “We call on our people to organize” 
  

Find an expression for an average number of people in a place. 
  “over five and a half people per room” 
  

Find 4 words for an opinion that people should increase something. 
  “people should consider upping…” 
  
4.  When all students have written their clues on the back, tell them to write 
theirs and their partner‟s structures in their notebooks. 
5.  Tell students that they are going to race to see who can find all the 
structures that their classmates have provided clues for. After they find 
each one, they have to write it down in their notebooks. 
6.  Start the game. Students find new partners, show their strip to their 
partner and they each try to guess the structure(s) the clue(s) refer to. 
When they have done that, they find new partners. Tell students that when 
they finish, they are to write their names on the board. 
7.  End the game when four students have finished. Elicit their finished list 
of structures and write them on the board so other students can add 
whatever ones they missed. 
8.  Provide any explanation where needed and point out how some 
structures can be varied, if you'd like. 
9.  You can then get students to do a controlled practice activity such as 
using the chunks in speaking or writing. 
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Materials Required 

 

 Jeopardy  

 
This is obviously based on the famous game show but the categories are 
key words and the answers in each category are collocations. The game is 
very student-centred as the students write the clues for each dollar amount 
and they have to choose which collocations to feature. Each team will be 
responsible for writing clues for certain key words and consequently when 
they play the game, they will not be able to choose any of their own 
questions. The easiest way to prepare this game is to have three questions 
in each category, $100, $200 and $300 but you could also go to four for five 
per category. 
 
 One top ten list for every Jeopardy category you use. If you have 12 

students, you could have four teams of three and give each team two 
categories, producing eight categories in total. 

 Dictionaries (optional). 
 

 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
1. Choose a group of key words that you want to find collocations for. The 
words can be from the students‟ coursebooks, other texts or from the word 
lists in the appendixes. 
2.  Go to http://corpus.byu.edu/ and choose either the British or American 

corpus. 
3.  Login with your username and password (top right). 
4.  Under SEARCH STRING type your key word in the WORD(S) box. 
5.  Next to COLLOCATES, set the number for the number of spaces before 
or after the key word where you want the collocations to be. In the example 
above, the placement is set for one space before the key word.  

http://corpus.byu.edu/
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Procedure 
 

 

6.  In the POS LIST box, choose the Part Of Speech that you are looking 
for. In the example above, it‟s set at adj.ALL which will produce all 
adjectives. 
7.  If you want to limit the sources of the word patterns you are looking for, 
in the box labeled SECTION, select the source. Notice in the example 
above the setting is NEWS: Misc. You can further limit it by also selecting 
something in the second box also, for example, SPOKEN sources only. 
You may want to set the minimum number of times the word pattern needs 
to occur for it to appear. The MIN. FREQ setting is at 10 above.  
8.  Hit the SEARCH button to get your word patterns. You may be prompted 
to set the SECTIONS to “NO”. Do that under the DISPLAY section near the 
top left. 
9.  Choose the top 10 displayed words by placing the cursor at the bottom 
right and select by moving the mouse diagonally up to the top left. 
10.  Hit Ctrl + C to copy. 
11.  Open up a Word document, set narrow margins and 3 columns.  
12.  Hit Ctrl + V to paste the words. 
13.  Use the cursor to select the 2nd column (the one with the boxes). Go to 
TABLE or LAYOUT on the toolbar and then delete the column. Enter a 
space after what you‟ve just pasted. 
14. Use steps 3 to 9 to paste other sets of words on the page.  
15. Print the pages. Cut them up so each group of ten is separate. 
 
1. Put students in teams of two or three and ask them to choose team 
names. You should try to keep it to a total of four or five teams. If you have 
more than 15 students, you could go to four per team. 
2. Give each team their papers with the top ten collocations. Explain that 
they will be playing a game where they will be answering questions about 
the collocations in three levels of difficulty. Tell them to choose an easy 
collocation from each list and write a clue for it. Then tell them to prepare a 
difficult one and one in between. You may provide them with dictionaries. 
 Sample questions for collocations of “year” (see above) 
 $100: What you call the thing that begins on January 1st (new year) 
 $200: Another word for last year (past or previous year) 
 $300: What you call a year in a university (academic year) 
3. While students are writing the questions put the game grid on the board. 
When you are finished monitor students to help them with their questions. 
 

 

people family life home house school country business 

$100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 

$200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200 

$300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 

Sample game board using common nouns from the General Service List (see appendixes) 
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  4. When students are finished writing their questions, start the game. 
Explain that one team will go first and choose a category and difficulty level. 
Erase the dollar value in that square to show that it‟s been taken. The team 
who wrote the question reads it to them and they can confer before 
answering. If they are correct, award them the points and write it on the 
board beside their team name. Then fill in the square with the collocation. If 
they are wrong, you can open the question up to another team for half the 
points. If you have more than one other team (besides the team who wrote 
it) establish an order in which they must give their guesses for ones other 
teams got wrong. The order could just be clockwise. 
5. Continue in this way until all or most questions have been answered and 
announce the winner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Materials Required 

 
 
 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 

Procedure 
 

 Final Jeopardy Guessing Game 
 
This is a very simple game based on the final phase in Jeopardy where all 
the contestants have to write down their answers and reveal them at the 
same time. In this version students are given a list of key words which they 
write on strips of paper. When the teacher reads them a collocate, they 
have to guess which key word it goes with and hold that one up. This is a 
good activity for getting students to think about what would collocate with 
certain key words.  
 
 Teacher‟s sheet(s) of top ten lists 
 Strips of paper 
 Paper markers 
 Board markers 
 
Follow exactly the same steps as in the Collocations Guessing Game 
except for copying the sheets and cutting them into cards (step 16). You 
only need one copy of the top ten lists for yourself.  
 
1. Put students into teams of two or three. Give each team a marker and 
enough strips of paper to write all the key words down. List the key words 
on the board.  
2. Explain to students that you are going to say one, two or three 
collocations (your choice) from one of the key words. They will have a 
minute or so to confer with their teammates and write down the key word 
they think goes with the collocations. Then when you say “Go” they will all 
have to hold up the key word that they think it is. Only those students who 
hold it up at that moment will get a point if they are correct. 
3. Using your sheet of top ten lists, call out the collocations. Give students a 
minute or so to discuss it, then say, “Go”. When they hold up the answers, 
say which one is correct. Award the teams who got it right a point. You can 
total the points on the board or let them keep track of their own totals. 
4. Continue in this way with the other words. If you‟d like, write some of the 
important collocations on the board and after the game. Students use them 
in a productive activity (speaking or writing). 
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Materials Required 

 

 Collecting Collocations from 
Concordances 
 
This game focuses on groups of collocations for certain key words. The 
students compete to find the most collocations which they are unfamiliar 
with. Essentially they will be producing the target language for use later in 
the lesson. However, the teacher has some control over what they choose. 
They will be looking through concordance sheets and when they find a 
collocation they don‟t know, they write in on the board, but the teacher has 
the option to erase it if he/she feels it‟s not worth dealing with. After this 
stage the students create gap fills to quiz each other on the collocations 
they found. This is a good activity for students to learn meanings of new 
words and new collocations and if you follow this game with a productive 
activity, it essentially is a plan for an entire lesson. 
 
 Concordance sheets (at least one per team of two or three students). 
 Strips of paper 
 Different coloured board markers (one marker for each team) 
 

 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

1.  Decide which key words you want to find collocations for. They can be 
from the coursebook, other texts or from the word lists in the appendixes of 
this handout. 
2.  Go to http://corpus.byu.edu/ and choose either the British or American 

corpus. 
3.  Login with your username and password (top right). 
4.  Under SEARCH STRING type your key word in the WORD(S) box and 
type an asterisk after it if you wish to get more than one form of that word, 
i.e.,“admitted”, “admitting”, etc. or use square brackets [ ] around your word. 

http://corpus.byu.edu/
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Procedure 
 

 

5.  Next to COLLOCATES, set the number for the number of spaces before 
or after the key word where you want the collocations to be. In the example 
above, the placement is set for one space before the key word. For 
adjectives before a key word which is a noun, such as “point”, you‟ll want to 
set the number for one space before (the first box) which will reveal 
adjectives such as “good”. 
6.  In the POS LIST box, choose the Part Of Speech that you are looking 
for. In the example above, it‟s set at adj.ALL (all adjectives). 
7.  If you want to limit the sources of the word patterns you are looking for, 
in the box labeled SECTION, select the source. Limiting the source will limit 
the number of concordance pages you end up with but still give you a good 
random mix of all the collocations. Notice in the example above the setting 
is MAG: News/Opinion. You can further limit it by also selecting something 
in the second box also, for example, SPOKEN sources only. You may want 
to set the minimum number of times the word pattern needs to occur for it 
to appear. The MIN. FREQ setting is at 10 above. If you want to get more 
than 100 collocations, go to the OPTIONS section below the MIN FREQ 
boxes and click on the blue bar that says OPTIONS (in the sample above it 
says HIDE OPTIONS). Then set #HITS at some other number than 100 
(default). In the example above, it is set at 200. 
8.  Hit the SEARCH button to get your word patterns. You may be prompted 
to set the SECTIONS to “NO”. Do that under the DISPLAY section near the 
top left. 
9.  Above the list of collocations that appear, you see a button labeled 
COLLOCATES. Use this to select all the collocations and then hit 
COLLOCATES. You will get a concordance featuring all of those words.  
10.  Scroll down to the bottom right of the concordance page and highlight 
the whole thing with your mouse. Hit Ctrl+C on your keyboard to copy it. 
11.  Open up a document in Word. Set the page orientation to “Landscape” 
if needed and set narrow margins. Then hit Ctrl+V on your keyboard to 
paste the page. Select the four columns on the left with the source 
information. Delete them. Highlight all of the text. Then set the font to Arial 
Narrow. Then, if you‟d like, centre all the text. Then enter a space after the 
text before pasting the next page. 
12.  Go back to the corpus and click on the arrow after the concordance 
page number (top right of the concordance page) to go to the next page. 
Repeat the procedure to paste more pages.  
13.  Print the pages. 
 
1.  Put students into teams of two or three. Give each team a different 
coloured board marker. 
2.  Write the list of key words in a top corner of the board. Tell students that 
they will be looking for collocations of those key words in the concordance 
sheets. Explain that they are to only choose collocations that they are 
unfamiliar with especially using words that they don‟t know the meaning of. 
When they find a collocation, they write it on the board with their coloured 
marker. Point out that if you don‟t feel that the collocation is worth dealing 
with (e.g., too easy/common or too obscure or not really a collocation), you 
will erase it from the board.  
3.  Tell students it‟s a competition to write the most collocations on the 
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board and start the game. 
4.  Erase any collocations you don‟t want to deal with as the students write 
them on the board. Then stop the activity when you have a list of 10 – 20 
(your choice). Tell students to total up the collocations on the board in their 
colour to determine a winner. 
5.  Spend some time clarifying the collocations on the board. Once you 
have dealt with the meaning of them, you could do a quick concept check 
by asking a question like, “Which one would you use for…?” 
6.  Select some of the important collocations and number them on the 
board. You‟ll want the number of collocations to be divisible by the number 
of teams, i.e., if you have 5 teams you can choose 10 or 15 collocations. 
Number some strips of paper to correspond to the numbers on the board. 
7.  Divide the strips of paper up among the teams. Tell the students they 
are to write a sentence using the collocation from the board that has the 
same number as on the strip of paper. Monitor while they are doing this to 
make sure their sentences make sense. 
8.  Get each team to read their sentence but they should substitute the 
name of the part of speech for the collocate that goes with the key word. 
Using the list of collocates above, a sample sentence might be “The 
meeting did not have an ADJECTIVE point” where ADJECTIVE stands for 
“focal”. When the sentence has been read, other students call out what they 
think the missing word is. First student to get it gets a point for his/her team. 
Get students to keep track of their own points. Continue in this way for the 
rest of the collocations. 
9.  Find out who got the most points, both in the last activity and with the 
two activities combined. Then have students use the collocations in a 
productive activity (speaking or writing). 
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Materials Required 

 
 

Preparation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Procedure 

 

 Word Form Family Feud 
 
This game is based on the TV game show Family Feud.  The show 
featured two teams (families) who competed to see who could guess the 
most items on a list determined by audience surveys, e.g., things found in a 
toolbox, fruit beginning with the letter “a”, etc. 
  
In this version of the game teams of 3 – 6 students compete to guess the 
top ten most common words formed from a particular root word, e.g., invite, 
invited, invitation, uninvited, etc.  It would be a good idea to precede this 
game with some instruction on affixation (using prefixes and suffixes). 
 
 Answer sheet (see below for preparation instructions) 
 Board markers 
 
1.  Go to http://corpus.byu.edu/ and choose either the British or American 

corpus. 
2.  Login with your username and password (top right). 
3.  Under SEARCH STRING type your root word in the WORD(S) box and 
an asterisk after it. If you want to include variations of your root word, then 
put an asterisk before your word also. For example, *invit* will produce 
invitation as well as uninvited. 
Note:  Sometimes you will need to put in a partial root word to get all the 
common forms of it, i.e., invit* will pull up invitation where invite* will not. 
4.  Click on SEARCH. 
5.  Choose the top ten relevant variations of the root word and write them 
down. If there are less than ten, then just write down whatever number of 
relevant ones there are.  
 
Right column shows words that were written down from the corpus display. 

1  INVITED  13325 
 invited 

 2  INVITE  5178 
  

3  INVITATION  4992 
 invitation 

4  INVITING  3717 
 inviting 

5  INVITES  2003  invites 

6  INVITATIONS  1481  invitations 

7  INVITATIONAL  948 
 invitational 

8  UNINVITED  396 
 uninvited 

9  UNINVITING  89 
 uninviting 

10  INVITINGLY  77 
 invitingly 

11  INVITATION-ONLY  77 
  

12  INVITEES  68 
 invitees 

 

 
1.  Arrange students into teams of 3 – 6 students.  Two teams is best but up 
to four teams can play. Ask each team to choose a team name. 
2.  Write the list of root words (from the page printed from the corpus 
search) on the board. 

http://corpus.byu.edu/
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invited&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invited&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invite&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invite&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitation&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitation&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=inviting&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=inviting&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invites&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invites&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitations&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitations&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitational&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitational&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=uninvited&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=uninvited&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=uninviting&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=uninviting&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitingly&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitingly&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitation-only&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitation-only&
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitees&r=
http://www.americancorpus.org/x3.asp?w11=invitees&
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3.  Decide the order that teams will take their turns. 
4.  Explain that the object is to think of the ten most common words formed 
from the root words and although it will be one team guessing, the other 
teams should pay close attention because they will be given a chance to 
guess the ones the initial team misses. Each correct guess is worth one 
point. 
5.  Ask the first team to choose a root word. Cross off that word in the list. 
Write the numbers 1 to 10 on the board and indicate what the part of 
speech is for each word on the root word list.  
 

Teacher’s List  Board with answer for #2 

1 invited  
 1. V/Adj  

2 invitation  
 2. N invitation 

3 inviting  
 3. V/Adj.  

4 invites  
 4. V  

5 invitations  
 5. N  

6 invitational  
 6. Adj.  

7 uninvited  
 7. Adj.  

8 uninviting  
 8. Adj.  

9 invitingly  
 9. Adv.  

10 invitees  
 10. N  

 
6.  One member of the team goes first and tries to guess one of the top 10. 
If they guess it correctly, write the correct word after the part of speech on 
the board and award them a point which is marked on the board next to 
their team name. Play then shifts to the next person on the team who tries 
to guess another one. Every time a team member guesses incorrectly, 
mark an „X‟ on the board. When the team has accumulated 3 „X‟s, their turn 
is over. Note: If a student guesses a valid form of the word which doesn‟t 
happen to be in the top, e.g., „uninvited‟, make sure you let the class know 
that it is a good guess and a valid word which just isn‟t in the top 10.   
7.  When a team‟s turn ends because they got 3 „X‟s, the other team(s) 
have a chance to guess the ones they missed. If you have one other team, 
allow them to confer on three guesses. When they say them, give them a 
point for each one that is correct. If you have more than one other team, 
allow each team to confer on one guess and elicit them in the order of play. 
8.  After each round, make sure the students understand the meaning and 
use of all the words formed from the root word. You can provide or elicit 
some sample sentences with some of them. 
9.  When you decide to end the game check the points on the board to 
determine a winner. 
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  Appendix I: Common words from FCE 

able accept accommodate accurate act active 
actual adequate admire advertise advise affect 
agent agree allow ambition appear apply 
aquaint arrange arrive attract authority base 
beauty behave believe bore breath build 
care centre certain champion change child 
choose collect commerce common compete concentrate 
confident consider construct contribute convenient convince 
correct cost courage cure danger dark 
day decide defend deport depressed design 
desire detect develop difficult direct discover 
distant drama early educate else employ 
engage enjoy entertain enthusiastic equal  excite 
exhibit exist expect expense explain extend 
fail fair famous fault finance fit 
fortunate fortune free frequent friend full  
generate grand harm heavy help hide 
high honest hope imagine important impress 
improve increase influence inhabit injure intelligent 
intend invite judge know legal like 
likely literate live logic lonely long 
luck manage marry mature medicine member 
memory migrate miss modern move nature 
necessary notice occasion operate oppose organise 
origin paint patient perfect permit please 
polite politic popular possible praise predict 
prefer prepare press pride probable produce 
profession pronounce protect publish qualify rain 
rare rational react real reason recognise 
relate relation religion remark remove require 
repute research responsible ripe risk round 
sad safe scarce science secure select 
sell sense settle shock short shy 
sign similar skill slip sociable solve 
south speak special spell state steady 
strong stubborn success sufficient sure surprise 
suspect tact tradition train treat true 
upset use usual value various warn 
wide will  win wise wonder worth 
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  Appendix II: General Service List Top 500 
 

Note: Words are in order of frequency horizontally, left to right. 
 

the be of and a to in he have it 

that for they I with as not on she at 

by this we you do but from or which one 

would all will there say who make when can more 

if no man out other so what time up go 

about than into could state only new year some take 

come these know see use get like then first any 

work now may such give over think most even find 

day also after way many must look before great back 

through long where much should well people down own just 

because good each those feel seem how high too place 

little world very still nation hand old life tell write 

become here show house both between need mean call develop 

under last right move thing general school never same another 

begin while number part turn real leave might want point 

form off child few small since against ask late home 

interest large person end open public follow during present without 

again hold govern around possible head consider word program problem 

however lead system set order eye plan run keep face 

fact group play stand increase early course change help line 

city put close case force meet once water upon war 

build hear light unite live every country bring center let 

side try provide continue name certain power pay result question 

study woman member until far night always service away report 

something company week church toward start social room figure nature 

though young less enough almost read include president nothing yet 

better big boy cost business value second why clear expect 

family complete act sense mind experience art next near direct 

car law industry important girl god several matter usual rather 

per often kind among white reason action return foot care 

simple within love human along appear doctor believe speak active 

student month drive concern best door hope example inform body 

ever least probable understand reach effect different idea whole control 

condition field pass fall note special talk particular today measure 

walk teach low hour type carry rate remain full street 

easy although record sit determine level local sure receive thus 

moment spirit train college religion perhaps music grow free cause 

serve age book board recent sound office cut step class 

true history position above strong friend necessary add court deal 

tax support party whether either land material happen education death 

agree arm mother across quite anything town past view society 

manage answer break organize half fire lose money stop actual 

already effort wait department able political learn voice air together 

shall cover common subject draw short wife treat limit road 

letter color behind produce send term total university rise century 

success minute remember purpose test fight watch situation south ago 

difference stage father table rest bear entire market prepare explain 

offer plant charge ground west picture hard front lie modern 

dark surface rule regard dance peace observe future wall farm 

claim firm operation further pressure property morning amount top outside 
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  Appendix III: Academic Word List  

academic  access achieve  acquisition adequate adjustment   administration   affect 

alter   alternative amendment  analysis annual apparent approach appropriate  

approximated area aspects assessment assistance  assume attitudes  attributed  

authority  available aware  benefit  capacity   categories challenge  chapter 

circumstances  civil clause  code comments commission commitment  communication 

community compensation complex  components compounds  computer  concentration concept  

conclusion conduct conference  conflict  consent consequences considerable consistent 

constant  constitutional constraints construction consultation  consumer   contact  context 

contract contrast  contribution convention  coordination core corporate  corresponding 

create credit criteria cultural  cycle data debate decline  

deduction definition demonstrate  derived  design despite  dimensions  discretion  

distinction distribution  document domestic  dominant draft  economic elements  

emerged  emphasis  enable  energy  enforcement   ensure entities  environment  

equation equivalent  error established estimate  ethnic evaluation  evidence 

evolution   excluded expansion  export exposure  external   facilitate  factors 

features  final financial focus formula framework  function fundamental  

funds generated   generation   goals granted hence hypothesis  identified 

illustrated  image  immigration impact implementation implications implies imposed 

income indicate  individual   initial  injury instance  institute  integration 

interaction internal  interpretation investigation investment involved issues items 

job journal  justification label labour layer legal legislation 

liberal licence  link location logic  maintenance major  marginal  

maximum mechanism  medical  mental  method minorities modified  monitoring   

negative  network  normal notion  objective   obtained  obvious occupational   

occur option orientation  outcomes output overall  parallel parameters 

participation partnership perceived  perspective  phase philosophy  physical  positive  

potential precise  predicted previous primary  prime  principal prior 

professional project promote proportion  psychology   published  purchase  pursue  

range  ratio  reaction regime region registered  regulations rejected  

relevant  reliance removed resident resolution  resources restricted  retained 

revenue  scheme security  select sequence series sex shift 

site sought specified  stability  statistics  status strategies stress 

styles  subsequent substitution   sufficient sum summary survey sustainable 

symbolic  target  task technical  techniques technology text traditional 

transfer transition   trend  undertaken validity version  volume welfare  

whereas        
 

   

   

 


